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ADA(Adversarial data augmentation): A Game-Theoretic 
Perspective on Data Augmentation for Object Detection

 ● Introduce an adversarial function to generate (some distribution of) maximally perturbed version of 
the groundtruth which is hardest for the predictor to learn.

○ Why data augmentation: ground-truth wrong/not accurate….
○ How to add data augmentation: random translation, flipping, scaling…(manually add 

perturbations)
○ Problems: can be error-prone

● First work to provide theoretic basis for data 
augmentation in terms of an adversarial two player 
zero-sum game.

○ predictor(maximize performance) vs 
constrained adversary(minimize expected 
performance).

● Adversary is not free but with constraints [e.g. features(new bb) ≈ features(ori bb)].



Problem Formulation
● Annotation distribution without augmentation:

● Annotation distribution after data augmentation:

p ̃(y|x): a soft distribution over labels

● Expected loss:

● Probabilistic predictor:

f(y|x)

● Expected loss(Empirical Risk Minimization)

● Expected loss under worst case distribution 

→ Adversarial Data Augmentation

(Unreasonable)



The value/payoff of the game for x (the 
expected loss)

f: the vector of probabilities obtained from the 
predictor over all labels

G: the game matrix where each element 
contains the loss between two labels

p: the annotation distribution vector

Game Formulation Definition

Primal Adversarial Data Augmentation(ADA-P):

 

The Dual Adversarial Data Augmentation(ADA-D):

where 



Adversarial Object Localization
Label Space:  y is the 4 coordinates of a bounding box

    distribution approximation →  discretize the label space Y using a bb proposal algorithm

Feature statistics:                                  difference of FC7 features of the VGG16 → perceptual loss

Loss function:

                                  or                                                    where  

Game Matrix:



Nash Equilibria(solution of the game)
A pair of strategies (x, y) is said to be Nash Equilibria iff neither player can increase her expected payoff 
by unilaterally deviating from her strategy.

Linear programming



Constraint Generation for Large Games
To solve ADA-D without explicitly constructing the entire payoff matrix G.

Key idea: To use a set of the most violated constraints to grow a game matrix that supports the 
equilibrium distribution, but is much smaller than the full game matrix.

Methods: Double Oracle Algorithm

Reference:

Planning in the Presence of Cost Functions Controlled by the Adversary 

Adversarial Prediction Games for Multivariate Losses



Double Oracle Algorithm
Initialization:

R: all strategies the row player has played in 
previous iterations.

C: of all the columns played by the column 
player.

Initialize R with an arbitrary row.

Initialize C with an arbitrary column.

Terminate conditions:

1、 ri is already in R and ci in C
2、vu-vl < Ɛ

On iteration i



Algorithm of ADA

Pre-processing step, extracting box proposals 
and CNN features

Solve Nash equilibrium using linear programming

Convex optimization(gradient-based methods) 



Experiments
Baselines: SSVM and Softmax

SSVM: Structured output SVM At test time

Softmax:



Baseline comparisons with no augmentation



Baseline comparisons with augmentation

Using edgebox 
proposal network to 
generate bb(s) and 
filter by IOU as gt(s)

Top K proposals as 
gt(s), use 50% IOU as 
success



Detection Performance Comparison
Correct label + 70% IOU



Goal and plan
● Implement from the original code and do experiments

● Apply adversarial learning data augmentation to train end-to-end detection 

network

● Apply it to video surveillance applications using computer graphics rendering 

and then maybe other types of synthetic images (like cell images)



Thank you!
Q&A


